Discover your
Happy Place
There are thousands of happy
places near you that are waiting to
be discovered. We want you to join
the happy place movement today by
discovering and sharing happy places
in your community that help you
and others to feel good.
Happy Place is the world’s first Asset
Based Community Development app that
empowers citizens to map places in their
local area that promote health and
wellbeing. By doing so, we will establish
a comprehensive map of local places
that promote and protect wellbeing.

Features of the
Happy Place App.
Record Happy Places
Categorise happy places according to the ‘Five Ways to Wellbeing’. The app records
GPS coordinates which populates a detailed Happy Place Asset Map of your area.
If you like, you can even share your Happy Places on social media.
Take a Happy Place Challenge
Invite residents to discover Happy Places in their local area to promote health and
wellbeing. Take a Happy Place Challenge on your own or with friends or family and
discover the treasures in your community. You can monitor improvements in health
and wellbeing using validated health metrics.

Benefits of the
Happy Place App.
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Empower local people to inform Joint Strategic Asset Mapping
We support public sector professionals to produce citizen led Joint
Strategic Assets Assessments which help ensure finite public sector
resources are used wisely.

	
Utilise the Happy Place App as a health promotion
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or community consultation tool. Empower and activate citizens
to discover local places that help them to stay well.
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	Re-brand and promote the assets of your community
All communities are built on strengths. Help people
to rediscover and reconnect with these and promote
a positive image of your local area.

Find out how Happy Place App can help you and your
community by contacting Wellbeing Enterprises CIC on:
T: 01928 589 799 E: info@wellbeingenterprises.org.uk
Or visit: www.happyplace.org.uk

